One Color for a Day

Just another day
I’m going to work
Looking around
I see people of every
color
Hop off number nine
grab a Boone dog
express
In front of Silver
Heaven
sipping my coffee
in usual bliss

What,
what,
what,
knee deep in ash
is that my
building collapsed?
Run, run, run,
St. Paul’s has survived
breathe the fire
our lives
on the
line

Debris
on our bodies
down Warren
to Center way
a wall of people
thrust against
each other
Tired and weak on
Brooklyn Bridge
breathe the dust
of the dreamers
creators gone by

What,
what,
what,
knee deep in ash
was that my
building collapsed?
Run, run, run,
knee deep in the pile
beneath this cloud
we’re all
one
color

Ashes and paper
still floating down
a crowd of bodies
pressed against the fire
trucks
Like dead men
walking
we’re covered in gray
walking where
Giants have fallen
the Windows of the
World

Why,
why,
why,
did I survive?
When will we
put out this fire?
Rise, rise, rise,
into the light
For this day
we’re one color
one color
for a day

Dedicated to multi-cultural New Yorkers
It is about the “Ash People” covered in the sacred dust of others, walking like zombies to the Brooklyn Bridge.
For one day on Earth, it didn't matter what your skin color was; what your race, religion or creed.
It simply mattered that you still breathed and had survived a horrific tragedy.
Just for one day, everyone was the same and everyone helped each other – Katon
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